
ELKANAH SENIOR PRIMARY                      

iPAD SPECIFICATIONS

• Minimum 16GB, but a                             

32GB device is                        

recommended

• Wi-Fi only                                                             
(If you choose a 3G model, please leave the SIM card out                            

of the device during school hours)

• Any one of the following devices 

is acceptable:

• iPad 4                                                       
(The iPad 2 will no longer be                                                      

supported by Apple software updates)

• iPad Air

• iPad Mini                                                 
(A full size iPad is optimal, 

but the Mini is perfectly 

acceptable)

You are welcome to purchase the device from a supplier of your choice.                           

Digicape and the Apple iStore offer a small educational discount.

For further enquiries contact karens@elkanah.co.za. 

IMPORTANT:

• Only Apple iPads are acceptable.  Android devices are not suitable.

• Please supply a robust cover which protects the corners of the 

iPad. 

• A screen protector is recommended.

mailto:karens@elkanah.co.za


RECOMMENDED iPAD COVERS

For the sake of your own pockets, we ask that you 

ensure that your child’s iPad is in a good cover. There 

are some very expensive covers out there, but 

sometimes the initial outlay saves one a whole lot more 

in the long run. 

Here are some examples of good covers for when it is 

time to replace a cover (Please note that they all offer 

protection for all edges of the iPad screen, not just the 

corners): 

Griffin Survivor Case – expensive, but highly recommended 

for busy, active children. Comes with a strong built in screen 

protector. 

Goospery iPad Case – affordable, with good edge and corner 

coverage. It does NOT have a built in screen protector (you can 

purchase this separately), but it does have a cover that flaps over 

the front to protect the screen. This is secured with a magnetic 

clip and doubles as an iPad stand. 

Speck PixelSkin HD Wrap iPad Case – also expensive, but 

very robust. It does NOT have an built in screen protector 

either, but it does have a cover that flaps over the front to 

protect the screen. This is secured with a clip and doubles as an 

iPad stand. 

Note: There are more affordable alternatives on the market. These images serve as examples only. 


